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ABSTRACT. This paper proves the convergence of the finite volume MultiPoint Flux Approxima-
tion (MPFA) O scheme for anisotropic and heterogeneous diffusion problems. Our framework is
based on a discrete variational formulation and a local coercivity condition. Its main original-
ity is to hold for general polygonal and polyhedral meshes as well as

���
diffusion coefficients,

which is essential in many practical applications.
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1. Introduction

In this paper, we consider the second order elliptic equation�
div �����
	������� in �������� on ����� [1]

where � is an open bounded connected polygonal subset of ��� , , ���! �" , and �#�$&% �'�� . It is assumed in the following that � is a measurable function from � to
the set of square � dimensional matrices ( � �)�* such that for all +���� , �,�)+- is
symmetric and its eigenvalues are in the interval . /��)+-0�21&�3+465 with /&�217� $�8 �'�� ,
and ��9!/;:=<>/?�3+4@<>1&�3+4@<A1B: .

The MultiPoint Flux Approximation (MPFA) O method is a cell centered finite
volume discretization of such second order elliptic equations described for example
in [Aav 02] and [Ed 02]. It is a widely used scheme in the oil industry for the dis-
cretization of diffusion fluxes in multiphase Darcy porous media flow models (see for



example [GCHC 98], [JFG 00], and [LJT 02] for applications in reservoir simulations,
and [EK 05], [AEK 06] for numerical experiments on 2D and 3D diffusion problems).

Let C be any interior face of the mesh shared by the two cells D and
$

, and E*F�G H its
normal vector outward D . Cell centered finite volume schemes use the cell unknowns�4I for each cell J of the mesh as degrees of freedom. They aim to build conservative
approximations KLF@G H of the fluxes �NM H �?	��POQE;F�G HR�SC as linear combinations of the
cell unknowns � I using neighbouring cells J of the cells D or

$
. The fluxes are

conservative in the sense that K F@G HUT KLV G H �W� .
The main assets of the MPFA O scheme are to derive a consistent approximation

of the fluxes on general meshes, and to be adapted to discontinuous anisotropic diffu-
sion coefficients in the sense that it reproduces cellwise linear solutions for cellwise
constant diffusion tensors.

Its construction uses in addition to the cell unknowns � F for each cell D of the
mesh, the intermediate unknowns �YXH for each face (edge in 2D) C of the mesh and each
vertex Z of the face C . Roughly speaking, assuming that each vertex Z of any cell D
is shared by exactly � faces C of the cell D , subfluxes K�XF@G H are built using a cellwise
constant diffusion coefficient and a linear approximation of � on the cell D using the
cell unknown �4F and the � face unknowns �[XH . Then, the intermediate unknowns are
eliminated by the flux continuity equations on each face around the vertex Z , and the
approximate flux K F@G H is the sum of the subfluxes over the vertices of the face C . A
generalization of this construction is proposed in [GCHC 98] for general polyhedral
meshes.

Recent papers have studied the convergence of the MPFA O scheme but there is
yet no convergence result on general polygonal and polyhedral meshes, and none tak-
ing into account discontinuous diffusion coefficients which are essential in oil industry
applications. In [KlWi 06], [AEKWY 07], [KW 06], the convergence of the scheme is
obtained on quadrilateral meshes. The proofs are based on equivalences of the MPFA
O scheme to mixed finite element methods using specific quadrature rules. The con-
vergence of the scheme is obtained provided that a square � -dimensional matrix de-
fined locally for each cell and each vertex of the cell, depending both on the distorsion
of cell and on the cell diffusion tensor, is uniformly positive definite. This analysis
confirms the numerical experiments showing that the coercivity and convergence of
the scheme is lost in the cases of strong distorsion of the mesh and/or anisotropy of the
diffusion tensor. For example, in [ADM 08], the MPFA O scheme is compared with
symmetric finite volume schemes satisfying unconditional coercivity and convergence
properties. These latter schemes are more robust for highly anisotropic test cases on
distorted meshes but this is at the expense of a much larger stencil, and the MPFA O
scheme offers a good compromise between robustness and compacity of the stencil.

In [LSY 05] a mimetic finite difference scheme is introduced which is equivalent
to the MPFA O scheme for simplicial and parallepipedic cells and a proper choice of
the continuity points. Their analysis provides a convergence result for such meshes
with usual shape regularity assumptions and for smooth diffusion coefficients. In such



specific cases, the MPFA O scheme is known to be symmetric and coercive whatever
the diffusion tensor and the distorsion of the mesh.

In this paper, an hybrid discrete variational formulation is defined in section 3
using the framework introduced in [RGH 07], and [EH 07]. For usual meshes such
that each vertex of any cell D is shared by exactly � faces of the cell D , our discrete
variational formulation is equivalent to the usual MPFA O scheme, provided that the
normal vectors to these � faces span �\� . It will in addition provide a generalization
of the O scheme on more general polyhedral cells, alternative to the one described in
[GCHC 98]. A sufficient local condition for the coercivity of the scheme is derived
in section 4 which will yield existence, and uniqueness of the solution. Under this
coercivity condition, depending on the mesh and on the diffusion tensor anisotropy,
the convergence of the scheme including the case of

$ 8
diffusion coefficients can be

proved.

Notations: in the following, the weak solution of (1) will be denoted by ]� . For any
vector +Y�2^N���\� , let +_O`^ denote the scalar product a �bdc;e + b ^ b , and f +�f be the normg �)+POh+4 .
2. Discrete functional framework

Definition 2.1 An admissible finite volume discretization of � , denoted by i , is given
by ij���)kP�2l\�nmP�po? , where:

- k is a finite family of non-empty connected open disjoint subsets of � (the
“cells”) such that �#�rq�F�sSt D . For any Du�vk , let �4Dw� Dyx?D be the boundary
of D and z{F�|!� denote the measure of D .

- l is a finite family of disjoint subsets of � (the “faces” of the mesh), such that, for
all C}�~l , C is a non-empty closed subset of a hyperplane of ��� , which has a �)���}�Q -
dimensional measure zPH}|r� . We assume that, for all D���k , there exists a subsetl F of l such that �-D���q H�s��`� C . We then denote by k H the set ��D��NkWfnC��Nl F�� .
It is assumed that, for all C
�Nl , either k H has exactly one element and then C
�W���
(boundary face) or k H has exactly two elements (interior face). For all C���l , we
denote by + H the center of gravity of C .

- m is a family of points of � indexed by k (“the centers of cells”), denoted bym����3+ F  F�sSt , such that + F �_D and D is star-shaped with respect to + F .

- o is a family of points (“the vertices of the mesh”), such that for any Dw�vk , for
all subset � F of l F with �������S�'�[���2�)� F ���� , then � H�s��*� C��j� or � H�s��*� C��jZ
where ZU�_o . For all ZU�vo , we denote by l X the set �QC�� l¡f2Z=� C � and by k X the set��D¢�_k�f�Z=� D � . For all D�� k , the set oYF stands for �QZ=� o�f�Z=� D � , and for allC�� l the set ��Z=� o�f�Z=� C � is denoted by oYH .
The following notations are used. The size of the discretization is defined by: £4¤��¥�¦¨§ � diam �)D}0�pD©�#k � . For all Dª�#k and Cr�!l F , we denote by E F@G H the unit
vector normal to C outward to D , and by � F@G H the Euclidean distance between + F and



C . The set of interior (resp. boundary) faces is denoted by l¬« ¯® (resp. l�°6±0® ), defined
by l « ¯® �j��C���l¡fnC#²�W��� � (resp. l °6±0® �j��C���l¡fnC³�W��� � ). For any D´��k andZ=� o[F , µ¶XF stands for the cardinal of l¨F>�~l X .
Shape regularity of the mesh. It will be measured by the parameters regul �3i·&�z·¸d¹¬H�s�� � G F�sSt,º � ��» ¼

diam ½ F�¾S¿ , and ratio �Ài·&�AzÁ¸d¹ H�s���Â Ã6ÄnG t`¼ c;Å F@G VBÆ º�Ç «  ½ � �4» ¼ G �0È » ¼ ¾Ç*É ± ½ � �4» ¼�G � È » ¼h¾ ¿ .

Parameters of the MPFA O finite volume scheme. In addition to the choice of the
cell centers satisfying the above assumptions, the construction of the MPFA O scheme
involves two families of parameters defined on the set ���ÊC4�pZQ[f�Z¡�
o;H4�pCA�
l � . The
first family of non-negative reals �)z¡XH  X s�ËS¼�G H�s�� defines the distribution of the surfacez H of each face C to the face vertices Z{��o H such that z H ��a X s�Ë�¼ zPXH . It results
that the volume of each cell DÌ�Ík is also distributed to the vertices of the cell
according to the subvolumes z¡XF , Z~��o F defined by z¡XF � e� a H�s�� �*Î �hÏ zPXH � F@G H ,
and which satisfy z F � a X s�Ë � z{XF for all DÐ�!k . The second family is the set
of the so called continuity points �3+�XH  H�s�� Ï G X s�Ë such that +-XH �vC . On each continuity
point +4XH , the intermediate unknown �[XH is defined which will be used together with
the cell unknowns � F , DÑ�Ak for the construction of the discrete gradients defined
in the next section.

Discrete function spaces. Let us define the discrete function space Ò ¤ as the sub-
space of ���3�4F�nF�sSt��`�3��XH nH�s��`Ï¯G X s�Ë*�2�-F�����XH �#� � such that ��XH �Ó� for all Zv�!o[H ,CA��l °6±0® . The space Ò ¤ is equipped with the following Euclidean structure defined
by the inner product:. Ô-��Õ�5Ö¤!��×F�sSt ×H�s�� � ×X s�Ë ¼ z XH��F@G H �3Ô XH �}Ô F ��3Õ XH �}Õ F ��
for �3Ô-��Õ,��#�ÀÒP¤� % , and the associated norm: Ø0�*Øh¤��Ù�2. �L���B5Ö¤? e2Ú % . Let � t �Ê��U�$&% �'�� be the space of piecewise constant functions on each cell of the mesh k ,
equipped with the following norm: Ø0�*Ø t �#¸Û¹¨Üh��Ø�Ô4Ø�¤Ý�2ÔP�¡ÒP¤��2Þ t Ô{�!� � where for
all Ô¡�¡ÒP¤ , Þ t ÔP�v� t �'�� denotes the vector of � t �'�� defined by �3Ô F  F�sSt .

3. The MPFA scheme and its discrete variational formulation

The definition of the finite volume scheme is based on an hybrid variational for-
mulation on the space Ò¡¤ using the construction of two discrete gradients for eachZ=� o F and D¢� k . The first gradient defined by�hß	�¤?�4 XF � �z XF ×H�s�� �*Î �hÏ z XH �3� XH ��� F nE F@G H � [2]

is built to have a weak convergence property once averaged for each cell D over its
vertices Z=� o F with the weights zPXF . The second gradient is defined by� 	·¤��4 XF � �)à XF ¯á e � ß	�¤@�4 XF � [3]



using the square � dimensional matrixà XF � �â XF ×H�s�� �LÎ �`Ï z XH E F@G H �)+ XH ��+ F äã¯å [4]

The matrices à·XF are always assumed in the following to be non-singular for each cellD of the mesh and each vertex Z of the D . In the next section, a stronger assumption
(8) is made ensuring the coercivity of the scheme which in particular guarantees the
non-singularity of the matrices à XF for all ZU�No F , Du�vk . The gradient � 	·¤��� XF is
built to be consistent in the sense that it is exact for linear functions. More precisely,
we can check from definition (4) of àÁXF that

eÇ Ï� �)à�XF  á e a H�s��h� Î � Ï zPXH �)æ@�)+-XH ��æ?�)+BFU2nELF@G H = 	�æ for all linear functions æ provided that àÁXF is non-singular.

Let �S¤ be the bilinear form defined for all �)�;�2Ô�?�_Ò~¤Wç¡ÒP¤ by�S¤��3�L��ÔR\�Y×F�sSt ×X s�Ë �6è z XF � 	�¤��� XF O`� F ��ß	�¤�ÔR XF T / XF ×H�s�� ��Î �hÏ zPXH�SF�G H*é XF@G H �)�4 é XF�G H �3ÔRäê#�
where � F � eÇ � M F �,�)+-���+ , and the residual functions é XF@G H are defined by é XF@G H �)�4\��4XH �>�-F7��� 	 ¤ ���XF O-�3+-XH �!+-F� for all ����Ò ¤ . Our scheme is defined by the
following discrete hybrid variational formulation: find ���NÒ ¤ such that � ¤ �)�;�2Ô�?�M`ë����)Þ�t*ÔR for all Ô~�¡Ò ¤ . Checking that � ¤ �)�;�2Ô�\� a F�sSt a H�s��h� a X s�Ë�¼ KUXF@G H �3����)Ô¶F·�Ô�XH  , for all �L��ÔP�~ÒP¤ with the following definition of the subfluxesKUXF@G H �3��\����zPXH �?F·� 	 ¤ ���XF O`ELF@G H� / XF z XH
ìí é XF�G H �3��� F@G H � �Êà�XF  áBãâ XF ×H�îäs�� ��Î �hÏ zPXH�î� F@G H î é XF@G H�î �)�4h�3+ XH�î ��+-F=�OhELF@G H�ïð��
for all Z{��o H , C³��l F , Dñ��k , it is easily shown that the hybrid variational formu-
lation is equivalent to the following hybrid finite volume scheme: find ����Ò_¤ such
thatòóóóóô óóóóõ �¢×H�s��h� KLF@G H��3�����ö F ���)+-n�S+ for all D��_k{�K F@G H �3����Ñ×X s�Ë ¼ K XF�G H �3�� for all C��_l F �2D¢�vk{�KUXF�G H �3�� T KUXV G H �3������ for all Z=� o H �2k H ����DN� $ � �2Cv� l�« ¯®¯å

[5]
Note that around each vertex Z~�³o , the face unknowns �3�YXH  H�s�� Ï can be eliminated
in terms of the �3�4F=nF�sSt�Ï solving the local linear system� KUXF@G H �3�� T KUXV G H �)�4���� for all C�� l X �¡l « ¯® with kRH{���QDN� $ � �� XH ��� for all C�� l X �¡l�°6±0®�å [6]



The well-posedness of this system derives from coercivity condition (8) stated below
in section 4. It results that the hybrid finite volume scheme reduces to a cell centered
finite volume schemeòóô óõ � ×H�s��`� Î �hÂ Ã6ÄäG t�¼ cLÅ F�G VBÆK F@G V T ×H�s�� �LÎ ��÷Àø Ä K H � ö F ���)+-n�S+ for all D¢�vk{���XH �ù� for all Z=� o H �pC��_l�°6±0®�� [7]

where the inner fluxes K F@G V , k H �ú�QDN� $ � , Cr�!l�« ¯® , and the boundary fluxes K H ,C�� l�°6±0® , are linear combinations of the cell unknowns � I with Jû�Nü X s�Ë ¼ k X .
For all Dý��k and all Z>��o , let us assume that µ XF �¢� , and that both sets�3+-XH �#+BF=nH�s�� �*Î �`Ï and �ÊELF@G H¨nH�s�� �*Î �`Ï span �*� . Then, it can be shown that our

finite volume scheme (5) is equivalent to the usual MPFA O scheme, since in that
case each discrete gradient � 	 ¤ ���XF matches with the gradient of the linear function
uniquely defined by the � T � points �3+�XH ����XH nH�s�� �LÎ �`Ï , �3+-F·���4F� , and each residualé XF@G H �)�4 vanishes for all �W�>Ò ¤ . For more general polyhedral meshes, the above
formulation of the scheme provides a generalization of the MPFA O scheme described
in [Aav 02], [Ed 02].

4. Coercivity and Convergence of the MPFA O scheme

In order to obtain existence, uniqueness of the solution and stability estimates, a
coercivity property is needed in the sense that there exists a real 1A|�� such that, for
all �v�_ÒP¤ , ��¤��)�;�2�4��>1�Ø0�*Ø %¤ .
This is achieved imposing the following sufficient condition: there exists a real þÁ|!�
such that

coer �3i¡�2�@@�>þ¨å [8]

where coer �3i¡�2�@ is defined by

coer �Ài¡�p�?&� zÁ¸Û¹F�sSt\G X s�Ë �·ÿ�� b�� � � F à XF T �Ê� F à XF äã��*� [9]ÿ Ç « ¬�'J� denoting the smallest eigenvalue of a symmetric square matrix J . This
condition can be easily computed for any given finite volume discretization i and
diffusion tensor � . Assuming that this condition holds uniformly we can prove the
following theorem.

Theorem 4.1 [Convergence of the scheme] Let �3i ½ � ¾  � s�� be a family of finite volume
discretizations, and let regul �3i ½ � ¾ ���1 for some 1!|r� , ���
	ä���R�Ài ½ � ¾ ��� for some
 |r� and �������R�Ài ½ � ¾ �p�?���þ for some þ_|�� . Then, for each �>�
 , there exists a
unique solution � ¤������ ��Ò ¤������ to (5), and the sequence Þ t � ¤������ converges to ]� in$�� �'�� , for all µ��
.Û��� T��  if �·��� and all µ��}.Û�����¶���R�)�4� ��2 if �{|!� , as £ ¤ �"���$# � .
Moreover, the cellwise constant gradient function %	 ¤ ����� � ¤ ���&� ��� t �'���� defined by



z F �'%	 ¤ �"��� � ¤ �����  F � a X s�Ë � zPXF � 	 ¤ ���&� � ¤ ���&� �XF for all Dñ�}k , converges to 	�]�
in
$&% �'���� .

Sketch of the proof: The existence, uniqueness, and a stability estimate of � ¤ �"��� inÒ ¤ �"��� are readily obtained from the uniform coercivity of the bilinear forms � ¤ ����� .
Then, it results from the discrete Rellich theorem already proved in [RGH 07] that
there exist a function ß�N� � e: �Ê�� and a subsequence of �}�_ , still denoted by �}�v 
for simplicity, such that Þ t � ¤������ , �W�A converges to ß�>�A� e: �Ê�� in

$�� �Ê�� for allµÁ�³. �S� T��  if �Á�(� and all µ��³.Û�����¶���R�Ê�U�)��� if �P|�� , and such that the cellwise
gradient function 	�¤?� ¤��"��� � a X s�Ë � z{XF ��z F �hß	 ¤��"��� � ¤������ 2XF on each cell D¢�vk ,�j�� weakly converges to 	 ß� in

$?% �'���� . For all æy�+* 8, �Ê�� , let Þ ¤ æ be the
function of Ò ¤ defined by the values æ@�3+4F� , æ@�3+4XH  , D �
k , CA�}l X �pZÁ�}o . Using
these properties, the consistency of the discrete gradients � 	 ¤ �)Þ ¤ æ�2 XF , and of the
residual functions é XF�G H �)Þ;¤?æ* for æ!�-* 8, �'�� , the stability of the gradient function
%	�¤?� in ÒP¤ , and the coercivity of the bilinear form �R¤ , we can then prove the con-
vergence in

$�% �Ê���� up to a subsequence of the gradient function %	�¤ � � ¤ ����� �}�  to	 ß� . To complete the proof of Theorem 4.1 it is then shown that ß� is the unique weak
solution ]� of (1) by passing to the limit in the discrete hybrid variational formulation
with ÔÁ�WÞ ¤ æ , æ��.* 8, �Ê�� .
Examples: let us set â XH � � ¼cardinal ½ Ë�¼�¾ , and +4XH be the center of gravity of the faceC for all Z��NoYH , C
�vl . Let +BF be the isobarycenter of the vertices of the cell D for
all D ��k . Then, for parallelogram and parallelepiped cells, the matrix à{XF is equal
to / . In such a case, the MPFA O scheme is symmetric and our sufficient condition
of coercivity (8) is always satisfied. The same result holds for triangles with +YXH the
barycenter with weights �
��0 at point Z and �1��0 at the second end point of the edge C .
It holds again for tetrahedrons with +�XH the barycenter with weights ���2� at point Z and�1�13 at the two remaining end points of the face C .

Let us now consider the case �³�4� with �Í�5/ , and let C e and C % be the two
edges shared by a given vertex Z of a given cell D . For CN�ùC e �pC % , we assume that the
continuity point +4XH is the center of gravity + H of the edge C and that â XH �Íf + H �³Z�f .
Then, the condition ÿ � b6� �)à�XF T �)à�XF  ã {�Íþ is equivalent to f +-H�7,�>+BH&8Sf�f ��� #Zh+-H17���ä�¨�¨� #+BH&8�+BFPfR<!�¬�n�@��9%  â XF .

For example, the trapezoidal mesh shown in Figure 1 satisfies the coercivity con-
dition (8) if and only if : á<;= <��n�[�>9%  ? ;�@ :½ : 8 @ = 8 ¾ 7BAC8 which exhibits the lack of robustness
of the MPFA O scheme for very distorted quadrangular meshes.
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